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Introduction

Episode I travels back to the beginning of the Star Wars saga, a generation before Luke Skywalker meets Ben Kenobi and sets out on his path to destiny. In this era, Luke Skywalker's father Anakin is nine years old, and the great free Galactic Republic still stands, although its power is starting to falter. This time is populated with new characters, whose worlds are replete with gleaming spacecraft, intricate clothing and exotic-looking robots. Just as in the real world, these artifacts tell a story. They are clues to identity. From the deathly pale appearance of Trade Federation battle droids to the tasty gorgs of Mos Espa marketplace and the fangs of the colo claw fish, the Visual Dictionary is your guide to the dazzling worlds explored in this new episode of the Star Wars fantasy. Because even at the beginning, there's a lot to catch up on. So jump on board.

And brace yourself.
The Phantom Menace

Founded long ago, the Republic has united countless thousands of star systems under a single, far-reaching government. In millennia past, great sections of the Republic fought each other even as they clung to threads of unity. Peace and justice came to prevail under the protection of the wise and powerful Jedi, who drew on a mystical power known as the Force. Through the guidance of the Galactic Senate, civilization grew and the Republic became prosperous.

But the price of comfort was weakness. The institutions of government became decadent and Jedi numbers dwindled to a mere 10,000. Now, the Force itself is unbalanced and great change seems imminent...

Coruscant

A world enveloped in a single city, Coruscant is the home of the Galactic government and the effective center of the known universe. Representatives from all member worlds congregate here to participate in the colossal enterprise of galactic government. From among the thousands within the Senate chamber, the plos of a single voice must be heard to save the small planet of Naboo from invasion.

Darth Sidious

The Sith Lord Darth Sidious sets into motion the final stage of his order's 2,000-year-old plan to destroy the Jedi. Working patiently, Sidious has extended his power and influence deep into the galactic government. Using his grasp of psychology and maneuvering to strike fear into the hearts of those around him, he brings about the crisis he needs to make his move for domination.

Naboo

The provincial and little-populated planet of Naboo has benefited greatly from membership in the Republic. Within an idyll of serenity, Naboo decorative architecture expresses the planet's philosophy of art and a harmonious way of life. The Naboo have come to regard their privilege as a birthright and do not realize the extent to which they are dependent on the core strength of galactic government to protect them. Only when crisis descends will they face the frightening realization that the only strength they can depend on is their own.

Otoh Gunga

Removed from outside contact, the underwater Gungan cities of Naboo flourish in a crystal-clear ocean. The Gungan capital city, Otoh Gunga, prides itself on being independent of foreign influences. Nonetheless, it relies upon a quiet but vital trade with the Naboo. In this, as in the danger they face from the Trade Federation, the Gungans find that they are more connected with outsiders than they confess.

Tatooine

Beyond the reach of the Outer Rim are the worlds of Tatooine, a frontier where extremes of freedom and slavery coexist. Tatooine is ruled by wealthy trading barons and gangsters. The desolate architecture of Mos Espa looks as rugged and primitive as the planet itself, but the thick walls hide sophisticated interior cooling systems. On Tatooine, not everything is what it seems — as those aboard the Naboo Royal Starship find when they encounter a slave boy named Anakin Skywalker.
Mace Windu

THE WISDOM and self-sacrifice of Mace Windu, senior member of the Jedi Council, is legendary. In a long and adventurous career, he has repeatedly risked his life to resolve great conflicts in fairness to both sides. Windu is sober and cool-minded but is also capable of dramatic actions in the face of danger. Even experienced Jedi look to this great man in times of serious trouble. Always ready to risk himself, Mace Windu is reluctant to risk the lives of others. In particular, he is wary of fellow Jedi Qui-Gon Jinn's headstrong belief in Anakin Skywalker, and senses great danger with the boy. These concerns weigh heavily upon him as he considers them against his friendship and respect for Qui-Gon.

Republic Cruiser

Jedi, diplomats and ambassadors travel to trouble spots around the galaxy aboard the Republic Cruiser. The vessel's striking red colour declares its political neutrality. In its armoured salon pods, high-level negotiations take place between factions in conflict.

The Jedi High Council is secretly called upon by Supreme Chancellor Valorum of the Galactic Senate to settle the conflict with the Trade Federation. Mace Windu summons a pair of his most able Jedi for the mission. Windu little suspects the evil and danger awaiting Jedi Master Qui-Gon Jinn and his apprentice Obi-Wan Kenobi within the Trade Federation fleet.

DATA FILE

• The Jedi use the lightsabre as a symbol of their dedication to combat in defence, not attack, and of their philosophical concern for finely tuned mind and body skills.

• Ambassadors, mediators and counsellors, Jedi are warriors only as a last resort.
Yoda

Well into his 80s, Yoda is the oldest member of the Jedi High Council, as well as its most deeply perceptive Master. A great traveller in his younger years, Yoda has quietly visited hundreds of worlds on his own, spending years learning different lifeways and appreciating the infinitely variable nuances of the Force. His experiences have made him cautious and reflective. Yoda takes a personal interest in the progress of Qui-Gon Jinn and his apprentice Obi-Wan Kenobi. Yoda recognizes their considerable strength and potential even as he disagrees with some of their “dangerously reckless” choices.

The Jedi draw their power from the Force, an omnipresent, subtle energy field surrounding all living things. The Force can lend telekinetic powers and give insights into the future, the past or the thoughts of others.

Having seen so much of life, Yoda views all that happens with a long perspective. Less active now than in his younger years, Yoda remains one of the two most important voices of wisdom on the Jedi High Council along with Mace Windu.

DATA FILE

- Yoda’s gimer stick cane helps him to walk long distances and contains natural plant substances that aid meditation when chewed.

- It has been many years since Yoda has needed to wield his special lightsaber. Yoda takes quiet satisfaction in finding non-violent solutions.
The Jedi High Council

The twelve members of the Jedi High Council represent a gathering of great minds who have proven themselves and their abilities in the service of peace and justice. Confident in their attunement to the Force, the Council members work together in trust, free from the petty constraints of ego and jealousy. Their Council Chamber is a place of open thought and speech, a realm of mutual respect and a haven of shared noble purpose. The Council is composed of five permanent members who have accepted a lifetime commitment to the difficult work of the Jedi. In addition, four long-term members serve until they choose to step down and three limited-term members sit for specified terms. This balance of membership keeps the Council wise and vigorous.

The Council Chamber is located atop a spire of the Jedi Temple on the galactic capital planet, Coruscant. The 12 members sit in a ring of chairs that are spaced equally around the chamber.

Yarael Poof

The attenuated Quermian Yarael Poof is the consummate master of Jedi mind tricks. He uses Force suggestions to bring conflicts to an abrupt end, turning combatants' own fears against themselves.

Saeseen Tiin

An Iktotchi pilot, Saeseen Tiin is best able to focus while travelling at extremely high speeds – at the controls of the finest spacecraft. He offers a unique perspective on the Council as his telepathic mind is always racing ahead to foresee possibilities.

Ki-Adi-Mundi

A Jedi Knight from the largely unspooled paradise world of Cere, Ki-Adi-Mundi's high-domed head holds a complex binary brain. Recently added to the Council, Ki-Adi-Mundi has not yet taken a Padawan learner.
Adi Gallia
Born into a highly placed diplomatic family stationed on Coruscant, the intuitive Adi Gallia often seems to know what people are about to say. Gallia has many contacts throughout the Coruscant political machine, making her one of the Supreme Chancellor’s most valuable intelligence sources.

EETH KOTH
Iridonian Zabrak such as Eeth Koth are renowned for their mental discipline, which allows them to tolerate great physical suffering. This ability is born of surviving their harsh homeworld.

OPPO RANCISS
Abdicating his throne on Thisspia, Oppo Ranciss instead sought to serve the entire galaxy among the Jedi order based on Coruscant. When negotiations fail, Ranciss ensures that Jedi-counselling military tactics are cunning and effective.

DEPA BILLABA
Adopting the traditional culture of Chalacta to honour her slain parents, Depa Billaba offers an ordered perspective to the wide-ranging minds of the Council.

PLO KOON
A Kel Dor from Dorin, Plo Koon must protect his sensitive eyes and nostrils from the oxygen-rich atmosphere of Coruscant with special devices.

Yaddle
Young at only 477, Jedi Master Yaddle looks up to Yoda while leading the Council with compassion and balanced patience. Yaddle silently waits in discussions before offering her single, powerful, softly spoken comment.

DATA FILE
- The 12 High Council members reflect a mere hint of the diversity within the Jedi ranks, which include members of hundreds of species and cultures.
- Of the teeming trillions of species that populate the galaxy, very few individuals become fully fledged Jedi Knights: the ranks based on Coruscant number only about 10,000.
QUI-GON JINN
JEDI MASTER

Master Qui-Gon Jinn is an experienced Jedi who has proven his value to the leadership of the Jedi order in many important missions and difficult negotiations. In his maturity, however, he remains as restless as he was in his youth. When Qui-Gon encounters young Anakin Skywalker on the Outer Rim desert world of Tatooine, the Jedi is deeply struck by an unshakeable sense that the boy is part of the galaxy's destiny. In boldly championing the cause of Anakin, Qui-Gon sets in motion momentous events that will ultimately bring balance to the Force — but not without great cost.

Republic Cruiser
Dispatched by the Supreme Chancellor of the Galactic Senate to settle the Trade Federation dispute, Qui-Gon travels on board the diplomatic vessel Radiant VII.

Lightsaber
Following the custom of his day, Qui-Gon has built a lightsaber with a highly elaborate internal design. Multiple small power cells are stored in the scalloped handgrip and microscopic circuitry governs the nature of the energy blade. Simpler lightsaber designs, built outside the halls of the Jedi Temple on Coruscant, typically use a single large power cell inside a solid handgrip.

Qui-Gon has risen to great prominence within the Jedi order, and is well-known to the members of the High Council. Yet in spite of his outstanding service as a Jedi Knight and Master, Qui-Gon has been passed by for a seat on the Council. This is due to his bold, headstrong nature and his favouring of risk and action, which sometimes bring him into disagreement with his Jedi peers and elders.
Comlink
Qui-Gon's miniature comlink allows him to keep in touch with Obi-Wan Kenobi when the two operate separately. It features complex security devices to prevent unauthorized interception and is unlabelled to thwart use by non-Jedi. A silence projector lends privacy to conversations and helps Qui-Gon maintain stealth in the field.

On Tatooine, Qui-Gon battles a Sith warrior wielding a deadly lightsabre. Since lightsabres are seldom handled by non-Jedi, the order primarily uses them as defence against blaster bolts rather than other lightsabres. However, lightsabre duelling forms part of Jedi training.

DATA FILE
- The Jedi workshops on Coruscant supply exquisite materials and tools for initiates constructing their own lightsabres. The initiates' ability to do this successfully proves their developed sensitivity to the Force.
- Greed and political scheming are weakening the Galactic Republic that Qui-Gon serves. In an attempt to restore lasting peace and security to the galaxy, Qui-Gon is motivated to take a more active role than that traditionally taken by the Jedi.

Qui-Gon earned the rank of Master when he trained his first Padawan apprentice to Knighthood, although his second apprentice failed to become a Knight. Obi-Wan is Qui-Gon's third Padawan and a worthy student of his wisdom and skill.
Obi-Wan Kenobi

JEDI KNIGHT

Obi-Wan Kenobi has followed a responsible path on his journey toward Jedi knighthood as the Padawan apprentice to Jedi Master Qui-Gon Jinn. Strongly influenced by other leading Jedi as well as by Qui-Gon, Obi-Wan is more brooding and cautious than his teacher. He is careful to weigh the consequences of his actions and is reluctant to entangle himself unnecessarily in transgressions against the will of the Jedi High Council. A serious, quiet man possessed of a dry sense of humour, Obi-Wan strives to be worthy of his order and feels honoured to be Qui-Gon’s student, although he worries about his Master’s tendency to take risks in defiance of the Council. Nevertheless, Obi-Wan follows Qui-Gon Jinn’s example and develops an independent spirit of his own.

Jedi Gear

The basic Jedi clothing of belted tunic, travel boots and robe speaks of the simplicity vested in Jedi philosophy and carries overtones of their mission as travellers. Individual Jedi keep utility belt field gear to a minimum. As initiates are taught in the great Temple, Jedi reputations are based on their spirits and not on material trappings.

A99 Aquata Breather

In this era, Jedi Knights usually carry various high-tech devices concealed in their robes or in belt pouches. On their mission to Naboo, Obi-Wan and Qui-Gon Jinn carry A99 Aquata breathers, knowing that much of the planet’s surface is water. Breathers allow the Jedi to survive underwater for up to two hours. In other times, Jedi have avoided such technological devices in order to minimize their dependence on anything but their own resourcefulness.
Lightsaber

Lightsabres follow a common design. Optional elements, like blade power and length modulators, are small and unobtrusive. Accordingly, Jedi lightsabres appear similar at first glance. A closer inspection, however, reveals that lightsabres rarely look exactly alike. All are hand-built by the initiates themselves, making design details a matter of individual choice. Most Padawan apprentices build their lightsabres to resemble those of their teachers as a mark of respect.

Hyperdrive

When the hyperdrive generator of the Naboo Royal Starship is damaged, Obi-Wan stays on board to look after the drive core while Qui-Gon seeks a replacement generator. Constantly monitoring the damaged component, Obi-Wan readies the core for repairs.

DATA FILE

- Jedi robes are virtually indistinguishable from the simple robes worn by many species throughout the galaxy. This signifies the Jedi pledge to the service and protection of even the most humble galactic citizen.

- Obi-Wan remains loyal to Qui-Gon even when this puts him at odds with the Jedi High Council.

Obi-Wan is an exceptional lightsaber duelist and a formidable opponent for Darth Maul. The Sith Lord fights with inhuman intensity, fuelled by the hateful energy of the dark side of the Force. In the heat of mortal combat and on the brink of death, Obi-Wan faces the temptation to draw on the same terrible strength in order to defeat his enemy.
The Neimoidians

Raised as grubs until the age of seven, young Neimoidians are kept in communal hives and given limited amounts of food. The less acquisitive ones are allowed to die as others hoard more than they can eat. This practice makes Neimoidians greedy and fearful of death. As adults, Neimoidians are known for their exceptional organizing abilities. Driven by their intense desire for possessions, they have built the largest corporation in the galaxy. Led by the Neimoidians, the Trade Federation is a labyrinthine organization of bureaucrats and trade officials from many worlds that has insinuated itself throughout the galaxy.

Lott Dod

The Trade Federation is so powerful that it is represented in the Galactic Senate — an ominous situation. Its senator, Lott Dod, uses bureaucratic lies and procedural tricks to further Trade Federation aims from his Senate seat. Even Dod, however, was unable to thwart the new taxes that threaten to cut into Trade Federation profits.
Rune Haako
As Settlement Officer of the Trade Federation armed forces, Rune Haako serves as diplomatic attaché and legal counsel to Nute Gunray. Haako has a reputation for ruthlessly treating business partners as adversaries and conniving to wrest every last credit from them.

Neimoidians are cautious by nature and the Trade Federation has always been careful to hide its acts of extortion and manipulation behind lies and protests of good faith. Their open aggression against Naboo is new territory for them, and both Gunray and Haako are uneasy about the possibility of escalation.

DATA FILE
♦ The Neimoidians' organizational skills come from running mass hives and vast fungus farms on their home world of Neimoidia.

♦ Trade Federation freighters, hauling cargo between the far-flung stars of the Republic, are a familiar sight in orbit above many civilized worlds.
The Invasion Force

When its blockade fails to intimidate the Naboo Queen into submission, the Trade Federation prepares for the next step: invasion. The Sith Lord Darth Sidious persuades Neimoidian Viceroy Nute Gunray to order the deployment of an immense secret army hidden in the cargo hangars of converted trade freighters. The Naboo little suspect the magnitude of this force, and the Neimoidian leader commits the outrage in confidence that the weak politicians of the Galactic Senate will not object. In support of his evil plans, the viceroy is aided by the cowardly captain of the war fleet command vessel, Daultay Dofine, as well as droid soldiers and powerful war craft.

Daultay Dofine

Captain of the Trade Federation’s flagship vessel, Daultay Dofine has climbed the ladder of rank through a combination of high birth, back-stabbing and grovelling behaviour towards his superiors. Nevertheless, Dofine finds the bold plans of the Sith Lord Darth Sidious too dangerous for his tastes. However, he soon learns that his tastes are entirely irrelevant.

**DATA FILE**

- Wargame exercises and action against bandits threatening trade routes tested all aspects of the Trade Federation army, ensuring that the force is completely invincible ... or so it seems.
- The wealthy, arrogant Neimoidians tend to avoid any kind of labour, preferring to use droids instead.

Although Trade Federation war craft have only been used in exercises and skirmishes before their deployment on Naboo, their minimum-cost paint is already badly chipped. This attests to the Neimoidians’ dedication to cheapness even in this profitable and long-awaited enterprise.
Protocol droid TC-14 ignores the foul play brewing against the Jedi ambassadors for the Supreme Chancellor. When the Jedi visitors are hit with poison gas, TC-14 simply wants to get out of the way, apologizing even to the battle droids outside the meeting room.

TC-14

Serving Viceroy Nute Gunray and his lieutenant Rune Haako of the Trade Federation, TC-14 acts as servant and translator during trade negotiations with foreign cultures. TC-14 is often employed to distract official guests while legal manipulation is carried out behind their backs.

Underestimating the number of blaster turrets bristling from the Trade Federation war freighters, Naboo pilot Ric Olié takes a near-collision course in his effort to escape the deadly line of fire.

War Freighter

To carry the forces of its army, the Trade Federation has secretly converted its commercial freighter fleet into battleships, replete with shields, blaster turrets, and military communication arrays. These disguised war freighters hide the deadly battle machines until they are right on top of their enemies - or, as the Trade Federation prefers to call them, "future customers."

Droid Starfighter

The complex, precision-engineered droid starfighters built for the Trade Federation by the Xi Char cathedral factories are variable-geometry machines. The long, wing-like claws open to reveal deadly laser cannons. On the ground, these 'wings' become movable legs as the fighter shifts to walk mode for surface patrol.

All units of the Trade Federation droid army are controlled by the Central Control Computer on board a modified war freighter. Without the control signal, droids shut down, making the Droid Control Ship a key target whose destruction could wipe out the entire invasion force.
Battle Droids

The Galactic Republic has survived disagreements, standoffs and even rebellion among its many member worlds, relying on the Jedi Knights to quell conflicts. In this enlightened age, few standing armies are maintained that serve anything other than ceremonial purposes, since an army could be regarded as an open threat to galactic peace. Nevertheless, as the bureaucracy of the RepublicSenate indulges in endless debates and procedural bickering, the use of force has become a real threat. The wealthy Trade Federation has quietly gone far beyond any other group in assembling a massive army composed of ghostly, emotionless droid soldiers that are ready to do their masters' bidding without a touch of emotion or mercy. Their deployment upon the peaceful people of Naboo heralds the end of an age of peace and security in the galaxy.

Battle Droid Head

The battle droid head, lacking a brain of its own, contains little more than a large and sensitive control signal receiver. Small processors collect movement and limited sensory data for transmission back to the Central Control Computer, and a vocoder enables the droid to talk.

Command Officer

In order to streamline communication between Trade Federation officials and droid troops, certain battle droids, such as OOM-9, are designated Command Officers. Orders are conveyed to officer droids via priority channels from the Central Control Computer processors.

Battle Droid Blaster

Since battle droids are capable of wielding deadly blasters, they are designed to be incapable of independent thought. They are governed entirely by the Central Control Computer and have no ability to react to surprises or learn from experience. While battle droids can be deadly, their firing accuracy is poor.

DATA FILE

- Their lack of independent thought processors make battle droids immune to fear, cowardice or mercy pleas.
- The smooth movements of battle droids are the result of pre-digitized motion-capture data taken from live soldiers and broadcast by the Central Control Computer to each droid.
**Droidekas**

To make up for the weaknesses of battle droids, a special contract was awarded for the creation of an altogether different combat droid that would be a much more serious weapon. The design was created by a species of chitinous Colicoids in their own image on a planet far from the Republic's core. Colicoids are known for their completely unfeeling and murderous ways, and Colla IV has been embroiled for many years in diplomatic disputes related to the death and consumption of visitors to the system. The droideka was exactly what concerned Trade Federation officers wanted: a formidable, heavy-duty killing machine to back up the battle droids in the face of determined opposition.

Using a combination of momentum and repulsor effects, droidekas unfurl in a matter of seconds from wheel form into standing position, ready to attack. The dramatic transformation recalls the attack pattern of a deadly adult Colicoid, and can take unawary opponents by surprise — as the droids' manufacturers intended.

Heads-on to an attacker, a droideka presents blazing guns and a fearsome image as well as a minimal target silhouette for opponents who survive long enough to return fire.

Desperate enemies attempting to attack a droideka from behind find that its armour is extremely effective, and its moving legs and gun arms are hard to hit.

**Wheel Form**

For compact storage and optimum travel speed, droidekas retract into the shape of a wheel. Using pulsed internal micro-repulsors in sequence, they roll themselves into battle, opening at the last minute into their combat form. In transit, the wheel configuration presents a smaller and faster target to enemy gunfire.
Qui-Gon Jinn and Obi-Wan Kenobi evade or cut down battle droids with relative ease. But when droidekas attack, the Jedi cannot hold them off indefinitely and Qui-Gon knows they must escape.

Droidekas carry their own deflector shield generators that can completely repel pistol fire and substantially weaken high-energy rifle or artillery bolts. This makes them devastating and nearly invincible in combat.

**Combat Stance**

When a droideka is ready to begin an assault, it quickly unfolds and stands up on three legs. Its pneumatic arms flex open and its eerie head rises with its enemy-finding sensors ablaze. Made only for combat and specialized for the single purpose of destruction, the droideka has no need of hands. Instead, powerful twin blasters are built onto its arms. Unlike the lightly built battle droids, every part of the droideka is heavy alloy or armour plate, making the machine a fearsome spectre that cuts down soldiers by the dozen with ease.

Droidekas generate shields using on-board mini-reactors contained in their armoured bases. These reactors also power the droids' volt-guzzling movement systems and high-energy blasters.

**DATA FILE**

- Like battle droids, droidekas have no independent logic processors and are run by the Central Control Computer signal. The Colicoids dislike this system and have built custom droidekas equipped with computer brains.

- Droidekas are commonly known as destroyer droids in many parts of the galaxy.
Queen Amidala

Amidala rules as Queen of the Naboo people at the age of only 14. She was raised by humble parents in a small mountain village, where her exceptional abilities were recognized early in life. Given the best training and pushed to develop her capabilities, she became Princess of Theed, the Naboo capital city, at the age of 12. Amidala was elected Queen upon the abdication of the previous sovereign, Veruna, who had become embroiled in outlaw politics after a rule of 13 years. The Naboo trusted that Amidala would hold their interests close to her heart—but had no idea of the crisis looming ahead.

Throne-Room Gown

Amidala draws upon Naboo's deeply traditional modes of royal dress and make-up to express the commitment she has to her role. Her extremely formal appearance in the palace throne room helps her project an unwaveringly professional image and warns others not to dismiss her abilities.

Senate Gown

When Amidala pleads for her people before the Galactic Senate, she appears in an extraordinary gown and hairstyle that express the majesty of the free people of Naboo. The regal attire also hides Amidala's feelings and helps her stay courageous and aloof.

Parade Gown

After the victory over the Trade Federation, Amidala appears in a parade gown markedly different from her robes of office. The silken petals of the dress resemble huge, lovely flowers found near Amidala's home village. These flowers bloom only once every 80 years, heralding a time of special celebration.

DATA FILE

- Naboo's monarchy is not hereditary: rulers are elected by their people on merit. Queen Amidala is not the youngest sovereign ever to rule.
- Amidala can step down from the throne whenever she chooses.
The Queen's Handmaidens

Dedicated and low-key, the royal handmaidens shadow Queen Amidala at all times. This select group maintains Amidala's regal image, assisting behind the scenes with her elaborate gowns, hairstyles and make-up. They also quietly protect Amidala, acting as secret bodyguards. Upon Amidala's coronation, the handmaidens were hand-picked for their intelligence, courage, fitness and resemblance to Amidala. Although the Queen has known them for just half a year, she values their company. In particular, she has become close friends with the dependable and cool-headed Sabé.

Sabé

The most important handmaiden is Sabé. First in line to become the royal decoy in times of danger, she dresses as the Queen and hides her features with white make-up. Amidala has coached Sabé in regal bearing and speech. Even so, she plays the role with apprehension, concerned that a subtle slip will give her sovereign away.

Rabé

In spite of her young age, Rabé has learned to exercise great patience in her role as handmaiden to the Queen. She soothes Amidala's nerves and helps to prepare her exotic hairstyles, which can require several hours to perfect.

Travel luggage

The special wardrobe containers holding the Queen's wardrobe and jewellery include micrograv devices in their bases. These mechanisms ensure that clothes hang properly even if the closed container is tipped on its side.
Battle Dress

In her guise as the Queen, Sabé wears a distinctive battle dress that allows her maximum freedom of movement. In the palace throne room, Sabe’s disguise fools the Neimoidian viceroy and allows Amidala to reach a hidden pistol.

**Eirtaé**

Handmaiden Eirtaé comes from a town in a remote river valley. Her family was wealthy and she was taught the demands of etiquette. She helps the other handmaidens—and sometimes the Queen—with royal protocol.

**Data File**

- Amidala has five handmaidens: Rabé, Eirtaé, Sabé, Saché and Yané.
- Rabé, Eirtaé and Sabé accompany the Queen when she escapes Theed on the Royal Starship, while Saché and Yané reluctantly stay behind.
Padmé Naberrie

Whenever the Queen is exposed to danger, she disguises herself as one of her own handmaidens, taking the name Padmé Naberrie. The identical hooded dresses and similar appearance of Amidala’s handmaidens make it easy for Padmé to appear and disappear quietly from the group. When Padmé is among the attendants, handmaiden Sabé impersonates the Queen, subtly taking signals from Padmé regarding royal decisions. Captain Panaka is behind the creation of Amidala’s double identity, having explained the old Palace scheme to her upon her coronation. In her guise as Padmé, Amidala accompanies Qui-Gon Jinn to Mos Espa to see for herself what the Jedi is up to.

Peasant Dress

When Qui-Gon Jinn determines to go into Mos Espa, Padmé decides to keep an eye on him. Captain Panaka, the Naboo Head of Security, promises to look after the ship. Rough peasant clothing helps Padmé blend in as an anonymous farm girl.

Removing her white facepaint is a key element in the success of Amidala’s disguise as Padmé. People are so accustomed to the Queen’s formal royal appearance that they do not give ordinary-looking Padmé a second glance.

DATA FILE

- Padmé and Sabé practice indirect communication in private, making a game of speaking in cryptic ways. This practice makes it easier for Padmé to guide Sabé’s actions as Queen.
- As humble Padmé, Amidala observes things that might not be revealed to the Queen.

In Mos Espa, the disguised Queen finds Qui-Gon Jinn’s risky plans not to her liking but she cannot use her regal authority to object. Nonetheless, she realizes that the Jedi Master has the benefit of long experience, and she goes along with his scheme while harbouring her doubts.

Amidala’s disguise fools nearly everyone, but nine-year-old Anakin Skywalker quickly sees that Padmé is special. He is drawn to her, and she returns his affection, not quite knowing what to make of the gifted young boy.

Traditional Tatooine sand symbols

Japor ivory wood snippet obtained by Anakin through trading

Jerba leather cord

LUCKY CHARM

Knowing that the future is uncertain, especially his own, Anakin carves a good-luck charm for Padmé. He hopes that she will remember him by this token in spite of what may happen to each of them.

Being disguised as Padmé robs Amidala of her regal power but gives her the freedom to live as a normal person. In Mos Espa, she assists with Anakin’s Podracer and helps out where needed.
MESSAGE FROM NABOO
While travelling to Coruscant, Padmé is tortured by the replay of Sio Bibble’s hologram transmission, which tells of catastrophic death back on Naboo. Is it a trap? The truth? Or both? It takes great resolve for Padmé to stick to her plan of pleading Naboo’s cause in the Galactic Senate when what she most wants is to be with her suffering people.

Padmé in Battle
Padmé judges that by capturing the Neimoidian leaders she can end the invasion and bring her enemies to justice for their crimes. Her determined presence among her own troops inspires them to success against the odds. Sabé remains disguised as the Queen to the end, providing Padmé with a critical advantage at the last minute.

Blaster
Padmé and the other handmaidens carry versions of the slim royal pistol. It is designed for practical use and easy concealment. The streamlined blasters pack a mild punch compared to true security guns, but they fire plasma bolts that can be deadly.

SECRET COMMUNICATION
Padmé uses a miniature device to transmit light and data signals silently to Captain Panaka during the battle in Theed.

RETURN TO THE PALACE
On her return to Naboo, Padmé dons battle dress. In the assault on her own palace, she fights alongside her troops and the Jedi allies in order to reach the throne room and confront the droid invaders. Braving onslaughts of laser bolts, Padmé is quick to return fire without qualms: she knows the battle droids are not living foes.

In Naboo’s most desperate hour, Padmé reveals her secret identity to the Gungan ruler, Boss Nass. She knows that only a clear token of good faith such as this could win over the stubborn Gungan.
The Naboo

The people of Naboo have prospered under the security of the Republic, advancing their society without concern for outside threats. Naboo is governed by an elected sovereign, a Governor and an Advisory Council residing in the Royal Palace at the capital city of Theed. The Naboo live in cities and villages that are thinly scattered on the main landmass of their planet. A love of art is deeply seated in Naboo culture, taking such forms as grand architecture and elaborate clothing fashions. The Naboo regard their refined way of life as a birthright, but they will find that it is a luxury that they will have to defend.

Sio Bibble

As governor of Naboo, the outspoken Sio Bibble oversees all matters brought to the Queen’s attention. He also chairs the Advisory Council, and deals directly with regional representatives and town governing officials in day-to-day administration.

THEED

The crown jewel of Naboo civilization is the city of Theed, built at the edge of a great plateau where the River Sollee winds its way towards a spectacular waterfall. Artisans, architects, and urban planners are all valued highly in Naboo culture, and their splendid city is a special testament to their efforts.

CULTURAL CAPITAL

In addition to the Royal Palace, the greatest Naboo libraries, museums, shrines, theatres, and conservatories are located in Theed. The city’s buildings are designed in the classical Naboo style.

THE ADVISORY COUNCIL

The members of the Royal Advisory Council present matters to the Queen and offer her their expertise. The Council frequently changes the composition of its membership bringing a range of scholars, artists and interested community members into the Queen’s audience.

HELIA BRANDES
MUSIC ADVISOR

GRAF ZAPALO
MASTER OF SCIENCES

HUGO ECKENER
CHIEF ARCHITECT

LUFTA SHIF
EDUCATION ADVISOR
Royal Starship

The gleaming Naboo Royal Starship conveys Queen Amidala to formal state appearances in matchless style. Built on Naboo using foreign-made engine and technology components, the ship blends the Naboo love of art with the industrial power available from other worlds.

Hand-finished chromium finish is a royal prerogative

DATA FILE
- Merchants on the fringes of Naboo’s cities carry on a vital trade between their society and that of the Gungans.
- On board the Royal Starship, even simple components like this oscillation overthemister are handcrafted in the elegant Naboo style.

Theed Palace

Built centuries ago, the Royal Palace is the largest building in Theed. Its courts are used for meetings, dinners, parties, cultural events and visiting dignitaries. The palace blends historic design facets with automatic doors, communications systems and area-specific climate control.

Columns made of polished Naboo stone
Large windows lend serenity
Amidala seated before her Advisory Council

Gestures of reassurance in the streets of Theed mask underlying tensions as people begin to grow hungry from the blockade. Some wonder whether their Queen will abandon them for her own safety.
Captain Panaka

As Head of Security for Queen Amidala, Captain Panaka oversees every branch of the volunteer Royal Naboo Security Forces and is personally responsible for the Queen's safety. Panaka was appointed after his predecessor, Captain Magneta, failed to prevent the death of the former King Veruna, who had gone into hiding upon his abdication. Veruna's 'accidental' death was covered up — even from the Queen — and Magneta quietly resigned. Panaka sees the increasingly dangerous state of affairs in the galaxy and argues for stronger security measures to protect the Queen and Naboo itself. Despite this, the Advisory Council convinces Amidala to act in accordance with Naboo's traditional pacifism. Panaka foresees the outcome of this noble policy, but it takes the terror of an invasion to bring his point home.

Panaka has the confidence of an experienced man and relies on his own judgment even when Jedi Knights step in. He believes that Qui-Gon Jinn's actions risk the Queen's safety and the fate of Naboo.

Panaka's security forces use small ground craft like the Gian landspeeder for patrols and general operations. These light speeders are some of the few assets Panaka has in his effort to retake Theed Palace from the invading droids.

Blaster

The Royal Palace Guard use multi-function Security S-5 blaster guns. Not only do these weapons fire deadly blaster bolts, harmless sting charges and anaesthetic microdarts, the S-5 blaster even includes a liquid-cable shooter that can coil around an enemy or let soldiers scale walls via a grappling-hook tip.

DATA FILE

- Captain Panaka gained combat experience in a Republic Special Task Force fighting against space pirates in the sector containing the Naboo system.

- The Naboo Royal Security Forces include the Security Guard, the Palace Guard and the Space Fighter Corps. Local police answer to civilian authorities, not to Panaka.
Security Officer
Panaka's few top officers are loyal but mostly unfamiliar with real danger. During the Trade Federation invasion, they work hard to maintain order in Naboo.

Facing the Trade Federation forces, Panaka and his Palace Guard fight with determined efficiency to return the Queen to the throne.

Palace Guard
The Palace Guard is the highly-trained bodyguard of the Queen and court. While the Security Guard function as a militia, the Palace Guard is made up of dedicated soldiers who typically experience battle off-planet and return to protect the Queen out of loyalty. Although few in number, the Palace Guard is the backbone of Naboo security.

Security Guard
Marshalled under the authority of Captain Panaka, the Security Guard is the closest thing to a regular infantry on Naboo. Individual Security Guards serve primarily as sentries and patrolmen in Theed, supplementing the Theed police force on behalf of the Royal Palace. Although well-drilled by Panaka, the Security Guard is no match for the mechanized army of the Trade Federation's invasion force.
Naboo Pilots

Like their comrades the Security Guard and the Palace Guard, the Space Fighter Corps is a unit of the Royal Naboo Security Forces. Its pilots are a devil-may-care lot from diverse backgrounds who fly the custom-built Naboo N-1 Starfighters with pride. Their usual missions are routine patrols, escort duties or parade flights. Lack of combat on peaceful Naboo forces the pilots to gain experience off-planet in Republic pirate fighter groups or on the rare patrol missions that encounter troublemakers. By no means the most dangerous bunch of space pilots in the galaxy, the Space Fighter Corps are nonetheless ready for action - even in the face of the Trade Federation's overwhelming challenge.

N-1 Starfighter

Partly finished in gleaming chromium to indicate royal status, N-1 starfighters sport radial engines of Nubian make in a J-configuration spaceframe. Assisted by an astromech droid, starfighters are fast and agile, but prone to uncontrollable spins when the engines suffer damage.

DATA FILE

- Naboo pilots must gain experience flying utility craft before they are permitted to take the controls of a coveted N-1 starfighter.
- Only a few lucky pilots have ever flown royal escort duty all the way to Coruscant, most never having left Naboo's sector.

Ric Olié

The top pilot in the Space Fighter Corps is Ric Olié, a veteran flier who answers directly to Captain Panaka. Perfectly capable of flying any craft on Naboo, it is Ric Olié's honour to captain the Queen's Royal Starship. The run through the Trade Federation blockade taxes Olié's flying abilities to the limit, and even he doubts whether they can get through alive.
**R2-D2**

A utility droid with a mind of his own, there is more to R2-D2 than his ordinary appearance would suggest. Just one of several repair and maintenance droids assigned to the Naboo Royal Starship, R2-D2 replaces blown fuses, installs new wiring, polishes floors, and does whatever else is necessary to maintain the gleaming vessel in perfect working condition. For a utility droid, R2-D2 is equipped with remarkable tenacity and drive to accomplish his missions. Such dedication would ordinarily go unnoticed, but when crisis envelops the Royal Starship, R2-D2 becomes a hero.

**DROID HOLD**

In a small chamber on the lowest deck of the Naboo Royal Starship, R2-D2 recharges between work projects and waits with other astromech droids for assignments. A repulsorlift tube at one end of the hold conveys the droids to the outside of the ship for work on the hull during flight.

**IN-FLIGHT REPAIRS**

Astromech droids commonly carry out a wide variety of mechanical repair and information retrieval tasks. R2-D2 does not stand out from the crowd until he singlehandedly completes repairs to the Naboo Royal Starship's shield generator.

**COPILOT**

Standard astromech droids are used in many space fighters as on-board flight support. R2-D2 accompanies Anakin Skywalker into battle in the droid socket of a Naboo N-1 Starfighter.

**REPAIR ARM**

This extendible arm can clean, cut or seal electronic components.

**ROCKET THRUSTER**

Accessory rocket thrusters give R2 units the ability to propel themselves through air or space.

**DATA FILE**

- R2-D2 is owned by the Royal House of Naboo. He was assigned to the Queen's ship because of his outstanding performance record.

- Artoo's head can telescope up so that he can see out of the tight neck of a Naboo Starfighter droid socket.
Jar Jar Binks

AN AMPHIBIOUS Gungan native to Naboo, Jar Jar is a luckless exile from his home city, Ooth Gungga. He now lives in the swamps, where he survives on his own, eating raw shellfish and other such swamp fare. His long muscular tongue helps him to scoop molluscs out of their shells and tasty gymbos out of their tree burrows. During the invasion of Naboo, Qui-Gon Jinn runs into and rescues Jar Jar. The simple Gungan’s sense of honour binds him to Qui-Gon for life, even though the Jedi would much rather do without him at first.

Jar Jar is excised about the reason for his exile from Ooth Gungga, glaring over the fact that he accidentally flooded most of Boss Nass’s mansion and several adjoining bungalows while working as a waiter at a high-class party. As this was not Jar Jar’s first serious accident, or even his first serious flooding accident. Boss Nass was furious, and Jar Jar was exiled from his own city under pain of death.

Jar Jar is well known to the city patrol of Ooth Gungga, which has evicted him from all kinds of trouble in the past – from petty squabbles over food theft to the commotion Jar Jar caused when he inadvertently opened half of the Ooth Gungga Zoo bubble. They know Boss Nass will not be pleased to see the infamous Gungan in his chambers again.

Gungan Sub

Panicky Jar Jar is possibly the worst navigator the Gungans could have as they make their way through the underwater passages that connect Ooth Gungga to the Naboo capital city, Threep. He has paid no attention to submarine piloting or to finding his way beyond his swamp home. To make matters worse, Jar Jar is petrified of deep-sea creatures lurking in the caverns.

General Jar Jar

Boss Nass misinterprets Jar Jar’s connections with the newly-favoured Naboo royalty as maturity and makes him a general in the Gungan Grand Army – much to the dismay of the troops he is to ‘command’. Jar Jar lives up to their expectations when he parades during combat, falls off his mount, and instantly surrenders when surrounded. Fortunately, few soldiers pay the new general any attention and, since the Gungans win the battle anyway, Boss Nass is none the wiser.

DATA FILE

- Jar Jar’s insatiable curiosity frequently lands him in trouble. He comes close to losing a permanent limb when he catches his tongue in Ackbar’s Podracer engine binders.

When hungry, Jar Jar eats nearly anything without a second thought, a habit learned from being exiled in the Naboo swamps. In Mos Espa market, he tries to steal a bit of an old man’s bread, hoping that his long tongue will make short work of the money.

Tough, sticky feet
The Gungans

GUNGANS EVOLVED in the swamps of Naboo, becoming almost equally well adapted to life on land and in water. The amphibious beings live in underwater cities hidden in deep lakes, breathing air or water with their compound lungs. Secret techniques allow Gungans to ‘grow’ the basic structures of buildings and vehicles, which are complemented and finished by Gungan artisans in organic styles. Gungans trade with the Naboo for certain items of technology, but manufacture everything else they need from the resources of their underwater habitat. Although Gungans use mechanized vehicles, they have a close affinity with the natural world and still prefer to utilize living mounts and beasts of burden.

Otoh Gunga

The magical gleam of Otoh Gunga is hidden in the deep waters of Lake Paonga. Powerful hydrostatic membrane fields keep water out of the dwelling bubbles and give the city its characteristic jewel-like look. Special portal zones hold air in and allow Gungans to pass through without needing to use an airlock.

Captain Tarpals

Kaadu patrol chief in Otoh Gunga, Captain Tarpals is usually on the lookout for thieves or dangerous water creatures that might threaten the Gungan populace. To the weary Tarpals, accident-prone Jar Jar Binks is a familiar menace who occupies his own special category.

Scalefish

A variety of small fish coexist in the waters around Otoh Gunga. They are drawn to the city by its lights, but have learned by experience not to pass through to the air-filled interior.
**Boss Nass**

Ruler of Otoh Gunga, the largest lake city, Boss Nass is a stern, old-fashioned Gungan who speaks Galactic Basic with a strong accent. He commands great authority even in communities beyond Otoh Gunga and has grown large and prosperous in his advancing years. It is in Boss Nass's power alone to summon the Gungan Grand Army, which is made up of Gungans from all settlements.

A fair but stubborn ruler, Boss Nass resents the arrogance of the Naboo, who regard Gungans as primitive simply because they do not embrace a technological lifestyle. He finds it best all round to minimize contact with humans.

**Rep Teers**

Boss Nass makes decisions with the assistance of his Rep Council. This group of appointed officers is responsible for various areas of government. Their special clothing indicates the dignity of their office. Rep Teers is responsible for the power supply that sustains the hydrostatic bubbles of Otoh Gunga.

Like all the Naboo, Queen Amidala was taught to think of Gungans as barbarians. But when the planet is faced with invasion, she realizes that her people and the Gungans must work together or die. Humbly finding the courage to ask Boss Nass for help, Amidala forges a new friendship between the two cultures. Deeply impressed with her gesture, Boss Nass changes his views as well.

**DATA FILE**

- Boss Nass has the distinctive green skin and hooded eyes of the old Ankura lineage that hails from an isolated swamp village. His distant ancestors united with the Otolla Gungans who founded Otoh Gunga.
- Keeper of ancient records, Rep Been knows the secrets of old Gungan hiding places.
Gungan Warfare

Long United by treaties, the Gungans do not fight the Naboo or each other. Many years ago they drove off the last invaders to threaten them. Nonetheless they maintain an armed force for tradition and defense against attack by sea monsters. The Grand Army employs both technological wizardry and traditional weaponry. Its primary focus is on defense, for which animal-mounted shield generators are used. For attack, the Gungans hurl plasma energy balls. Soldiers of the Grand Army are inexperienced, but their resolve comes from a firm sense of duty and justice.

Emerging from the swamps, Gungan troops from all the underwater communities unite by stages into the single body of the Grand Army. Gungan soldiers know that they must face the Trade Federation army to ensure their people's survival and freedom.

Kaadu

Kaadu were domesticated long ago by Gungans who then lived on the surface of Naboo. They are primarily adapted for land-dwelling but can also breathe underwater for long periods. Kaadu decorated with giant feathers serve as agile mounts for Gungan soldiers and scouts.

Fambar Shield

Pairs of giant fambaa swamp lizards carry the Gungans' shield apparatus. A shield energy emitter mounted on the forward fambaa flies into the projector carried on the fambaa behind, producing a spherical shield-effect impervious to almost any bombardment. The Grand Army is protected inside this shield.

Data File

- Fambaar shield generators heat up when under fire and can be used only for a limited time under heavy attack.
- Signals and orders are transmitted by horns, as well as by gestures and whistles.

War Tools

Gungan ammunition consists of a strange form of highly destructive plasma energy that burns upon impact. These energy balls are prepared in different sizes and are hurled into the air by a variety of long and short range throwing sticks, simple catapults... and occasionally by accident.

Electrically isolated operator cockpit.

Controlling the shield

An insulated cockpit at the front of the shield generator assembly protects operators from dangerous electrical energy. From here they direct the generator beam towards the projector drum.

Fambaar Shield

Pairs of giant fambaa swamp lizards carry the Gungans' shield apparatus. A shield energy emitter mounted on the forward fambaa flies into the projector carried on the fambaa behind, producing a spherical shield-effect impervious to almost any bombardment. The Grand Army is protected inside this shield.

Multiple Gungan fambaa shields unite to form an enormous defensive bubble. However, the shield is not impervious to slow-moving enemy troops and the Trade Federation battle droids soon break through.
Sea Monsters of Naboo

The waters of Naboo are rich in life, the balance of sunlight and nutrients being ideal for many life forms. Microscopic plankton flourish in prodigious numbers, supporting a food chain that reaches its peak in giant predators. The sea monsters of Naboo are primarily lurkers of the deep, but some are known to drift to the surface at night or during storms - making ship travel a proverbially bad idea on the planet. Some of these monstrous creatures have been known to prey upon Gungan cities in odd coordinated attacks, which is partly why the Gungan army stands in continued readiness. Repellent fields keep the leviathans away from the cities most of the time, but for still unexplained reasons one occasionally swims through.

Opee Sea Killer

A bizarre amalgam of traits ordinarily found only in a range of disparate creatures, the opee sea killer clings within dark crags, using a lure on its head to draw the attention of potential prey. It then pursues the prey using a combination of swimming legs and jet propulsion. The opee suck in water through its mouth and emits it through openings under the plates in its skin, allowing strikingly fast swimming speeds. When the prey is near enough, the opeeBW shoots out its long, sticky tongue.

Sando Aqua Monster

The most feared of Naboo’s sea nightmares, the sando aqua monster is rarely seen. In spite of its awesome size, it is somehow capable of hiding in deep environments. The sando aqua monster’s arms and legs are only partly adapted into flippers, which suggests that its recent ancestors must have been land creatures. How this gargantuan beast eats enough to support its body functions remains to be explained - as does much of Naboo's ecology.

Colo Claw Fish

This serpentine predator is adapted to swallow prey larger than its own head. Its jaws can disintegrate, and its skin can stretch to engulf astonishingly large creatures. The colo bears a prey with the huge pectoral for which it is named, having initially disoriented it by uttering a weird hydrosonic shriek using special structures in its throat and head. The colo digests its food slowly using weak stomach acids and must be certain to stun its prey with its venomous fangs before swallowing to avoid the creature eating its way out of the colo to safety.

Gungan Sub travelling through Naboo's Core

Gungan Sub

Jet propulsion

Jet propulsion

Weird hands allow the monster to grasp its prey

Investigating the habits of the sando aqua monster would be a highly dangerous undertaking, even using the most advanced defensive equipment. The sando appears without warning and can swallow most other sea dwellers in a single gulp.

Skull chords

Angling lines

Poisonous flaps

Non-muscularized head evident of land-based ancestor

Strong jaws for powerful bite

Gills, Mouth

The opee sea killer’s armored body protects it against most underwater predators, but it is defenseless against the powerful jaws of giant leviathans such as the sando aqua monster.
**Darth Maul**

**Fueled by the aggressive** energies of the dark side, the Sith order began almost two millennia ago with a renegade Jedi who sought to use the Force to gain control. Both strengthened and twisted by the dark side, the Sith fought against each other to gain power and dominion until only one remained: Darth Bane. To prevent internecine strife, Bane remade the Sith as an order that would endure in only two individuals at a time. Biding their time, the Sith lay in wait for the right moment to overturn the Jedi and seize control of the galaxy. The present Sith Master, Darth Sidious, is the diabolically brilliant mind behind the training of one of the most dangerous Sith apprentices in history: the deadly Darth Maul.

**Electrobinoculars**

On Tatooine, Maul uses electrobinoculars to search for the Jedi. These electrobinoculars are equipped with radiation sensors for night vision and powerful light-gathering components for long-distance scanning.

**Probe Droid**

Darth Maul uses elaborate technology in his work as the Sith apprentice of Darth Sidious. One of his most useful tools is the 'dark eye' probe droid, a hovering reconnaissance device that can be programmed to seek out individuals or information.

**Sith Apprentice**

Darth Maul is one of the most highly trained Sith in the history of the order. Focusing on physical and tactical abilities, Maul serves his master obediently, believing that his own time for strategic wisdom and eventual domination will come. His face is tattooed with symbols giving evidence of his complete dedication to discipline in the dark side.

With his double-bladed lightsaber, Maul is equal to two Jedi who are unprepared for his powers. Since the Sith disappeared almost 1,000 years ago, Jedi are not used to facing opponents with lightsabers.

**Maul's Lightsaber**

Pushing his physical and Force-enabled abilities to the utmost, Darth Maul built and uses a double-bladed lightsaber as his primary weapon. Traditionally used only as a training device, the double-ended saber can be much more dangerous to its wielder than an enemy. In the hands of Darth Maul, however, it becomes a whirling vortex of lethal energy.

**Data File**

- Maul's lightsaber contains two sets of internal components; one can act as backup to the other.
- Darth Maul's Sith Infiltrator spacecraft is equipped with a rare cloaking device, allowing him to travel invisibly.
Anakin Skywalker

Although he may look like any other nine-year-old boy living on the Outer Rim desert planet of Tatooine, Anakin Skywalker is far from ordinary. A slave to the junk dealer Watto, Anakin lives with his mother in the spaceport city of Mos Espa. He has a natural ability with mechanical devices, quickly understanding how they work. In his spare time, Anakin repairs and builds machines, including Podracer engines and a working droid. Qui-Gon Jinn notices his keen perception and unusually fast reflexes, and recognizes that the Force is extraordinarily strong in Anakin.

Family and Friends

Anakin's mother, Shmi, believes in Anakin and encourages him in his dreams to escape slavery on Tatooine. His best friend, Kitster, is a fellow slave who hopes someday to become a majordomo for a wealthy Mos Espa estate. Anakin's unusual talents sometimes distance him from his friends, but Kitster has always been loyal.

Among Anakin's friends is Wald, a young Rodian who speaks Huttese. Wald doubts Anakin's extraordinary abilities.

Slave and Dreamer

Anakin has been raised by his mother to believe in himself. She has given him faith in his dreams in spite of their humble situation as slaves. Anakin looks forward to the day when he will be free to pilot starships of the mainline through the spaceclanes of the galaxy. He soon finds that belief in one's dreams can have powerful results.

DATA FILE

- Anakin once belonged to Gardulla the Hutt, but she lost him in a bet to Watto when Anakin was about three years old.
- As a nine-year-old boy, Anakin would never be allowed to compete in civilized Podraces, but the Outer Rim is known for its exciting free-for-all race policies.
Podracer Engineer

Anakin understands the workings of Podracers from helping mechanics and pit droids repair them for Watto. When Anakin took a repaired Podracer for a test spin, Watto was furious, but he was also amazed at the boy's reflexes. Soon, the test drives turned into qualifying laps, and Anakin became a Podracer pilot in spite of his age.

Anakin has secretly restored and rebuilt a junked Podracer. When Qui-Gon Jinn arrives in Mos Espa, Anakin races in his own Podracer for the first time.

Racing graphics painted by R2-D2 under C-3PO's direction

Streamlined air scoop fender

Hydraulic pressure charging system

Acceleration rate indicator

Interval velocity scale

Highlighted system near critical level

ANAKIN'S PODRACER DISPLAYS

Overpressure alarm

Schematic view of engine mid-systems

Pressure management mode indicator

Starfighter Pilot

One of Anakin's dreams is to become a starfighter pilot, and he practises in simulator games whenever possible. Most of Anakin's friends think his dreams are unrealistic, but a few people realize that there is something special about him. During the invasion of Naboo, Anakin hides in a starfighter cockpit half-knowing that he might try it out ... just a little.

When the starfighter autopilot engages, the ship flies Anakin into the heart of the battle raging above. He must think furiously fast to figure out the controls before he is killed.

Crash-landing deep within the Trade Federation Droid Control Ship, Anakin accidentally fires his torpedoes into the pilot reactors, setting off a catastrophic chain reaction.

When his dreams start coming true faster than he can keep up, Anakin finds himself standing in the centre of the Jedi Council Chamber on Coruscant. Yoda believes that the boy is too old, angry and fearful to begin Jedi training. But Anakin is determined not to be underestimated.
Shmi Skywalker

When pirates captured her parents during a space voyage in the Outer Rim, young Shmi Skywalker was sold into slavery and separated from her family. During a difficult childhood, Shmi was taken from one system to another by several masters of various species while serving as a house servant. When no longer a girl, Shmi was dropped from house servant status and forced into cleaning work. Although slavery is illegal in the Republic, laws do not reach all parts of the galaxy – and while inexpensive droids can perform menial tasks as well as humans, living slaves give great status and prestige to their owners.

Shmi’s Kitchen
In spite of their poverty, Shmi works hard to make a good home for herself and her son, Anakin. Her kitchen includes some labour-saving devices, but lacks the more costly moisture-conserving domes and fields, which help save precious – and expensive – water.

Slave and Mother
Tantalized several times by the false possibility of freedom, Shmi now accepts her life and finds joy in her son Anakin, whom she loves dearly. Shmi and Anakin live together in the Slave Quarter of Mos Espa, a collection of adobe hovels piled together at the edge of town.

Aeromagnifier
Some of the tools at Shmi’s workstation were given to Shmi in recognition of her service as a dependable servant. When Watto obtained an aeromagnifier in a batch of used goods, he gave it to Shmi even though he could have sold it. The magnifier hovers in the right position to help her see what she is working on.

DATA FILE
- Shmi learned her technical skills under a former master, Pi-Lippa, who planned to grant Shmi her freedom. However, when Pi-Lippa died Shmi was sold to a relative.
- Shmi can always sense when Anakin is nearby, even when she cannot see or hear him.
C-3PO

STANDARD CYBOT GALACTICA protocol droids have been in use for generations. When Anakin Skywalker found the structural elements of a droid that had been scavenged for parts, he restored it as a helper for his mother. Over time, Anakin scrounged the parts to complete his droid, fabricating many components and wiring sets himself. Anakin's droid lacks a 'skin' since usable droid plating is valuable and the boy cannot afford it. The hapless droid, which Anakin calls C-3PO, has yet to realize that all his parts are showing.

ANAKIN'S TOOLS
On Tatooine, many devices are ruined by sand and dust and then thrown away. Anakin and Shmi look out for such castoffs, which they use in their work at home.

DATA FILE
- Most of C-3PO's structural framework is more than 80 years old.
- C-3PO's programming includes memory banks that he draws upon to design the racing graphics for the cockpit of Anakin's Podracer. When he works on Anakin's machine, Threepio teams up with his future counterpart, R2-D2, for the first time.
**Watto**

SHREWISH AND POSSESSIVE, Wattio is the owner of a parts shop in the Tatooine frontier town of Mos Espa. A flying Droidian with rapidly-beating wings, Watto’s pudgy body is not as heavy as it looks due to his spongy, gas-filled tissues. The junk dealer has a sharp eye for a bargain, and knows equipment merchandise inside and out. Success has allowed Watto to indulge his passion for gambling. He regularly places large bets on Mos Espa’s famous Podrace competitions, matching his wits and money against the Huttis, who control the gambling world. In the past, such bets have won Watto many slaves – prized possessions and trophies of his acumen.

### Wattoo’s JunkShop

Although Watto insists that his establishment is a parts dealership, everyone else calls it a junk shop. It cannot be denied that the range of merchandise runs from desirable rare parts and working droids to unsalvageable scrap that would have a hard time unloading even on desperate Jawas. Watto’s droids, slaves and staff perform repairs, obtain parts needed by clients, and do custom work with a wide range of mechanical devices.

---

**Power Droid**

Power droids of the GKI series are mobile generators that supply power for machinery or other droids. They hover silently in the background, so commonplace that they are hardly noticed.

---

**DATA FILE**

- When he first settled on Tatooine, Watto hung out with Jawas, picking up stories and legends of great scrap founds in the desert – as well as crafty ways to sell faulty pit droids.
- A firm but fair master, Watto treats his slaves more decently than most.

---

**Toypadrian**

The food-rich muck lakes of Watto’s home world are filled with grabworms and other predators, making the ability to hover valuable for survival. When safe landing is assured, Toypadrian webbed feet spread out to make walking over sludgy algae mats easier.
Sebulba

Among the Podracer Pilots of the rugged Outer Rim circuit, Sebulba has accelerated his way to the top with an unbeatable combination of courage, skill and outrageous cheating. His murderous tactics often bring his competitors down in flames, but he knows where the race cameras are placed and manages to avoid being seen. In spite of his crimes, Sebulba has found that in Mos Espa success makes its own rules. Now enjoying the power and prestige of being a top racer, the unscrupulous Dug has just one thorn in his side — the young Podracer named Anakin Skywalker.

Sebulba’s anger towards Anakin stems chiefly from fear. If the young human were ever to win a race, even by accident, Sebulba would be disgraced. The hateful Dug intends to make sure this never happens.

Sebulba is an arboreal Dug from Malastare. Swinging from tree to tree on this high-gravity planet has made Dugs strong and well coordinated. Most have no desire to leave Malastare — and this is fine with the rest of the galaxy since Dugs are notorious bullies.

Sebulba’s Podracer

Sebulba’s giant Collor Pondrat Plug-F Mammoth Split-X Podracer would be classified as illegally large if race officials were ever able to take a close enough look at it. Concealed weapons like Sebulba’s flame emitter lend that special winning edge during a race.

Podracer cockpits are customized to suit the particular driver’s anatomy. Sebulba’s complex array of control pedals and levers is woven into an even more complicated automatic data transmission bank that provides readouts of all engine conditions during the race.

The race crowds love a winner, and Sebulba delivers victories time and again. The odious Dug plays to the crowd when in their sight, and has become the heavy favourite in the betting pits.

Sebulba, Podrace Anarchist

Sebulba is a highly skilled Podracer, but he was not quite good enough to make it to the top on ability alone. When he found that intimidation and race violations were quite effective in gaining victory, he refined these abilities and began to add secret weapons to his racing machine. Dispatching opponents without getting caught is now the chief sporting aspect of Podracing for the malevolent Dug.
Twi'lek Twins

Sebulba hates the Hutts, but has learned a thing or two about how to spend money from attending their parties. The vile Dug has recently purchased expensive blue Rutian Twi'lek twins as masseuses, partly to put him in best form for the race but mostly to irritate his fellow racers and steep them in jealousy. The tactic has been resoundingly effective.

DATA FILE

- Sebulba's Podracer has a top speed of over 829 kph (515 mph).
- One of Sebulba's earliest Podracer weapons spat a stream of nails into the faces of racers coming up behind him. He has since switched to a secret flame emitter.

Sebulba

One of Sebulba's first purchases with a major victory-prize purse was a leather racing outfit. This flashy costume was custom-made to suit his particular anatomy. Much more decorative than functional, the banded style nonetheless suits the Dug's chosen image and is popular with his toughest and most violent fans. Sebulba hangs coins from each race victory prize onto his costume as decorations and wearable trophies.
Podrace Crews

Podracers are complex machines that require extensive maintenance and frequent repair. The mechanical stress of running high-performance engines at up to 800 kilometres per hour takes a heavy toll on any Tatooine Podracer. The pit crews rebuild the battered machines and prepare them for the next big race. Assisted by frantic pit droids and pestered by race officials citing violations, Podracer crews must also put up with the egos of the racers themselves. In spite of it all, the crews take great satisfaction in knowing that they make all the action possible.

Pit Hangar

In the huge Podracer hangar at Mos Espa Grand Arena Podracers are tuned to their best by busy pit crews until the last minute before a race. Heavy-duty overhead cranes help with maintenance and repair. Race officials attempt to certify the vehicles, but the crews use every tactic imaginable to distract, threaten or bribe them.

The mammoth, deafeningly loud turbines of Podracer engines require fine-tuning to make it through a race. The delicate work can often be dangerous, and mechanics must be careful when they are near the engines whether they are ignited or not.

Podrace Mechanics

Humans, who cannot safely pilot the blindingly fast Podracers, often become expert mechanics in Podracer crews. These largely unsung geniuses build some of the best engines for species that can exploit the powerful machines to their fullest capacities.
Pit droids are such a common sight near Podracers that they go mostly unnoticed, in spite of the bizarre antics they sometimes engage in when trying to get a job done. The real mechanics are left to make the complex decisions and oversee customized engine modifications.

**Data File**

- The fatality rate in the frontier-world Boonta Eve Classic is higher than in any other Podrace in the Outer Rim.
- A tap on the 'nose' of a pit droid causes it to deactivate and collapse into a compressed form for easy storage (and to keep it out of trouble).

**The Main Podracer Contenders**

**Teemto Pagalies**

Proud of his new cycling-electromagnet stabilizer, Teemto Pagalies is entering his barely tested Podracer in the Boonta Classic, believing that it will give him the winning edge.

**Ratts Tyerell**

Although he looks harmless, Ratts Tyerell has a quick-change metabolism that gives him lightning reflexes in the heat of a Podrace - or on the run from predatory sagcatchers on his homeworld.

**Gasgano**

With his 24 fingers, Gasgano can perform several tasks at once, including balancing Podracer fuel feeds, controlling the pressure valves and optimizing the reactant mix in the engines.

**Ben Quadinaros**

Used to Podracing in the Pouffra Circuit, Ben Quadinaros is nearly petrified with fear at his first race in the famously dangerous Boonta Classic on Tatooine.

**Pit Droids**

Programmed to have a permanent sense of urgency, pit droids are utility mechanics that assist with Podracer maintenance jobs. Their compact form allows them to reach small parts and linkages in and under the big engines. Pit droids are built with minimal logic processors so they take orders without asking personal or superfluous questions. However, this also leaves them easily confused and apt to get into trouble when left to their own devices.
The Podrace Crowd

Nothing compares to the sheer spectacle of Podracing as witnessed in the worlds of the Outer Rim. Racers tear through rugged landscapes driving all manner of non-standardized machines in a contest of raw nerve and razor-edge calculation. Each racer has fought to gain the right to get on the circuit, rules are seen as guidelines and safety concerns are thrown to the wind. To witness an all-star event like the Boonta Eve Podrace on Tatooine is to live the thrill of racing at its most intense.

The system for determining the starting lineup of the Boonta Eve race involves an apparently buffing combination of performance statistics, outright bravery and sheer chance.

The stars shine brightly for the ultimate racer. The current favorites are those who have come to the races in the past, or those who have shown great promise in their earlier races.

Podrace Balloons

The Hutt's charge fans to use viewscreen cameras supplied by official repulifor./ race cameras. However, a gray market of cheap channels fed by balloon cameras has sprung up, since only permanent and repulifor./ powered cameras are controlled. Some brave spectators even watch the race from rented balloons, which are often shot down by drunk and disorderly fans or angry losing betters.

Jabba the Hutt

Somewhere in Mos Espa there is a little-known official who legally rules the city, but the wealthy gangster 'First Citizen' Jabba the Hutt is really in control. Jabba presides over the Boonta Eve race from the best box seats in the arena, thinking only of the profits he will reap through his gambling organizations. His major-domo Bib Fortuna attends to every arrangement, keeping Jabba's entertainment running as smoothly as his criminal operations.
Tatooine Inhabitants

A FRONTIER WORLD, the desert planet Tatooine lies on an important hyperspace route between the civilized planets of the galactic core and the distant star systems of the Outer Rim. Traders and smugglers run all manner of goods through Tatooine's spaceports, answering to few authorities besides the gangster Hutts. On the desert surface, inhabitants include desperate settlers, impoverished spacers, aliens of dubious reputation, droids of all kinds, along with the scattered representatives of Tatooine's native populations, who are best adapted to life on this difficult world.

Spacers willing to run routes into the risky areas beyond Tatooine wait for work in a streetside café, where cooled table slabs offer some respite from the heat. Games like triga help to pass the time.

Marketplace

In the crowded marketplace alleys of Mos Espa, various quarters specialize in particular types of trade. Some serve the day-to-day needs of local inhabitants, while others house droid mechanics, engine repairers, and – if you know where to look – illegal weapons dealers.

Droids

In the Outer Rim, ancient and heavily repaired droids can often be seen lurching through back alleys. Also common are exotic hybrids made of parts combined from dissimilar droids. The resulting machines tend to have either limited mentalities or personalities as bizarre as their origins.
Beasts of Burden

Tatooine's heat, dust and sandstorms can damage mechanical transport, but animals make ideal beasts of burden. Dewbacks are used all over Tatooine, copies are common only around Mos Espa, and banthas are the exclusive mounts of the Sand People.

Natives of Tatooine, copies are able to carry heavy loads in intense heat without tiring.

Indigenous to Tatooine, Jawas have become used to contact with space travellers. Many Jawas act as metal scavengers and equipment-repair craftworkers.

At times, Sand People steal guns but strongly favour traditional club and axe weapons for close quarters combat.

Sand People take pot shots at fast-moving Podracers from remote sections of the Podrace course, hoping to strand and attack race pilots.

DATA FILE

- Jawa clans can be distinguished by subtle differences in their cloak designs.
- Children in Mos Espa play with fortune-telling 'Eyes of Mesra', an old desert tradition.

Sand People

Unlike the Jawas, the native Tatooine Sand People have not adapted to easy contact with outworld settlers. Resentful of incursions in their territory, Sand People prey upon travellers and are known as Tusken Raiders. Renowned for their savagery, Tusken Raiders are lethally dangerous and not to be trifled with.
Chancellor Valorum

A LIFETIME OF PREPARATION led to Finis Valorum’s election as Supreme Chancellor of the Galactic Senate. Valorum inherited the legacy of a family whose greatest members had each represented more than 1,000 worlds. Centuries ago, a Valorum served as Supreme Chancellor. Finis Valorum has now equalled this achievement, ruling the entire Republic from the galactic seat on Coruscant. However, he has also inherited a government grown weak from its own success: the galactic representatives have become distanced from their people and now the entire system is degenerating.

Coruscant

The galactic capital, Coruscant, is almost entirely covered with skyscrapers. These kilometres-high buildings provide living space for more than a trillion inhabitants, including the thousands of representatives in the Senate Chamber. The planet is entirely dependent on outside support to survive, consuming resource shipments from a steady stream of vast freighters.

Sei Taria

Chancellor Valorum’s administrative aide, Sei Taria assists him in confirming the fine details of necessary procedural regulations. She has learned much from Senator Palpatine.

Mas Amedda

The stern Chagrian Mas Amedda is responsible for keeping order in the Senate. Accused of misusing his parliamentary powers for bribes, Amedda stands firm to his own code of honour.

DATA FILE

- Coruscant has been the centre of galactic government for tens of thousands of years. Its early history is shrouded in legend.
- Increasingly, Supreme Chancellor Valorum has been influenced by senators such as Palpatine to compromise what he knows is right for the sake of approved procedure.
**Senate Guard**

The guards of the Galactic Senate wear striking robes of blue, symbolizing the Senate's supreme authority and the long tradition of its wise and just rule. The large crest and simple drape are ceremonial effects rather than functional designs.

**SENATE PLATFORMS**
The vast amphitheater of the Senate Rotunda is lined with 1,024 platforms. The majority are used by sectorial senators, who represent their own planet and hundreds of others in a galactic sector. The remaining platforms are available for limited periods to alliances, commercial powers, or individual planets with special causes to bring before the senate.

When a senator representative is recognized for official speech, their senate platform detaches itself from the rotunda and flies out into the open chamber for prominence.

---

**Hovercam**

A squadron of flying hovercams patrols the Rotunda to record the speeches and votes of the Senate representatives. Some hovercam operators abuse their responsibility and omit to record certain individuals, while others allow unscrupulous senators to alter the record of their words after they are spoken.

---

**The Diversity of the Senate**
A vast range of alien species populates the Senate Rotunda, hailing from every corner of the Republic. Among them can be seen the traditional costumes of hundreds of planets, as well as many fashions particular to Coruscant.

---

**Senator Yara from Kashyyyk**
Renowned for their tempers, Wookiee senators are nonetheless possessed of a firm sense of fair justice. Senator Yara finds commercial power within the senate reprehensible and is determined to restore justice to galactic government.
Senator Palpatine

Endless patience has been Palpatine's key to success. Passed over as a young politician and repeatedly turned down for office and appointment, he has learned the value of quiet persistence. Palpatine has risen through the ranks to attain the powerful office of sectorial representative to the Galactic Senate on Coruscant. Palpatine represents some 36 worlds in a backwater sector, of which his provincial home planet of Naboo is typical. Turning this background to his advantage, Palpatine has been ever-present in the halls of galactic politics, impressing friend and opponent alike with his unassuming demeanour and simple but powerful insights into how the galaxy could be better run.

Over time Palpatine has developed a reputation as someone apart from intrigue and corruption, as he patiently condemns the many abuses of bureaucracy that come to his attention. It is little surprise to insiders that he is nominated for the office of Supreme Chancellor.

Palpatine's apartment is modest compared to the stunning palaces of other sectorial representatives.

Naboo-style blouse sleeves with long cuffs

Diplomat

Palpatine never favoured Naboo's previous sovereign, King Veruna, even after the stubborn ruler heeded Palpatine's suggestions to become more involved in foreign affairs. Queen Amidala suits Palpatine, since he believes she will better follow his directions.

DATA FILE

- Senator Palpatine's unusual choice of art objects reveals to Queen Amidala that he has left his Naboo heritage far behind and has adopted a more worldly point of view.

ROUTE TO SUCCESS

Palpatine consistently favours less concern for senatorial legality and procedure and more attention to simply doing what he considers needs to be done. It is as a result of this practical attitude that many look forward to the clear-minded leadership that Palpatine promises to provide.
The Senate

The power of sectorial senators is immense, as they control access to the Senate for hundreds of planets. The temptations that go with such power are equally great. Corrupt senators are no longer unusual, even at the highest level, and few Republic citizens expect anything but empty promises and word games from anyone who sets foot on Coruscant. In truth, many senators are simply lazy and greedy, but by doing nothing to stop the spread of evil they become some of its greatest supporters.

Consorts

Senators are attended by assistants, aides and consorts according to customs and traditions of their home planets and sectors. Many young aides are repulsed by the abuses of government they see on Coruscant, but they stay on, reluctant to lose their positions of power.

DATA FILE

- Lavender was chosen for the colour of the Senate interior because it was the only hue that had never been associated with war, anger or mourning in any culture in the Republic.

- Senator Tikkes moved from business to Coruscant politics to make some real money.

Senator Orn Free Taa

Indulgent lifestyles are nowhere more extreme than on Coruscant. Senator Orn Free Taa has found possibilities beyond his wildest dreams. He views galactic government as merely the sport of the mighty like himself. In his excesses he has grown vile and corpulent, but he is confident that money and power will always make him attractive.
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